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Banks Dodge Taxes While Suggesting Consumers Pay More
Banks have sunk their hands deep in their customers’ purses and
pockets, taking in an astounding $1,500,000,000 in profits from
Wisconsin consumers last year alone. And their ongoing pro-tax
increase agenda is just another effort to take even more – this time
from the working people who own credit unions.
Every credit union in Wisconsin pays what it is required to pay by
law in state and local taxes – millions each year – but the for-profit
banking interests keep calling for credit unions to pay even more to
divert attention from banks’ tax avoidance and dodging schemes.

WHY NOT FURTHER TAX CREDIT
UNIONS?
A tax on credit unions is a tax on
consumers. Credit union members would
feel the impact of new taxes on credit
unions in their wallets; they’d lose the
$157 million in annual savings they receive

Nearly a third of all banks in the U.S. – including 73 in Wisconsin
– pay no income taxes while their highly paid spin doctors claim
other financial institutions have a moral obligation to pay more.
Very few of these tax avoiding banks are small. For example, Park
Bank in Milwaukee - which is approximately the same size as the
largest Wisconsin credit union – is a Sub S bank that has $802 million in assets and it pays no corporate income taxes. In all, 36
Wisconsin Sub S banks have more than $100 million in assets. And
now, the nation’s Sub S banks will benefit from a federal law
passed in May that affords them a whopping $400 million in new
tax relief.

because of member-favored pricing. Credit
unions return earnings to members in the
form of higher rates on savings, lower rates
on loans, and lower and fewer fees.
Lower-income consumers alone would lose
$44 million annually.

WHAT ARE CREDIT UNIONS?

While a reported 180 Wisconsin banks settled recently with the
state on taxes they owed but tried to skip out on, at least a dozen
banks have yet to settle and may sue to protect their use of Nevada
subsidiaries solely as tax shelters. It was widely reported in recent
years that, by using Nevada subsidiaries, some of the state’s largest,
most profitable banks paid no taxes at all.

Credit unions are not-for-profit, member-

Clearly, Wisconsin banks aren’t satisfied with the $1.5 billion in
profits. But their solution – to have the average working person
who belongs to a credit union pick up the slack on tax obligations
for banks’ wealthy shareholders – is pitiful. Policy makers may
decide to continue to let banks use the tax code to their advantage,
but banks should quit trying to force consumers who own credit
unions to pay the difference.

Member benefits - earnings invested in

owned cooperatives distinguished by their:
Purpose - to serve members
Governance - directors elected by
members

members and the community
Values - in people, not profits
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